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PRESIDENT BIDEN’S 
TOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

for screaming at your Granny at Christmas dinner

DEFENDING UKRAINE & STICKING IT TO PUTIN 
• There is no limit to the cash we will send from here to Kyiv, Sla-Saliva Ukraini
• I worked to ensure a total of $66 billion in taxpayer funds was sent to Ukraine
• Vlad Putin is losing this war and we haven’t even begun to fight
• I helped Zelenskyy secure Time Magazine's Man of the Year

THE MEDIA PROCLAIMED WE’D SEE A RED TSUNAMI — it was a red trickle 
• The GOP is drowning in a sea of BLUE
• Republicans may have seen decent gains in the House, but we TIED in the Senate
• The American people sent a clear message that we are united against the Republican Party

Worked to continue the draining of our National Oil Reserves 
• My administration has released a historic total of 172.4 million barrels from our strategic oil 

reserves between March 4th and Oct. 14, 2022
• I just released an ADDITIONAL 15 million barrels just this past November

Worked to modernize the IRS by adding an additional 87,000 fully-armed agents 
• With the help of our newly-enlisted IRS Agents, we are able to now audit payments of as low as 

$600 when using popular apps like Venmo, CashApp, Paypal, etc.
• We are training our IRS agents to adequately handle taxpayers
• Our biggest concern is safety, so we have begun distributing fire-arms to our agents to ensure Mom 

and Pop aren’t pulling one over on Uncle Joe

Worked with constituents to ensure ALL children have access to properly inclusive 
sex-ed, self-flagellation techniques, and gender affirming care 
• I helped encourage adults who are passionate about teaching children ages 5-12 about sexual 

education
• We are committed to not allowing a single book to be banned in our schools. Even if there are 

references to sexual innuendo, or graphic depictions of fellatio. 
• Most of these are just cartoon books, folks — you’ve all watched cartoons 

• Puberty blockers are fully-reversible. You just stop taking them and it’s like you never started, no 
side-effects or nothin’ — my wife’s a doctor man

The verdict’s out: I’m the most bipartisan president of the last 100 years 
• It’s true
• I’m fully committed to unifying the two-sides of this country
• I’ve said it once, and I’ll say it again…the biggest threat to our democracy are radical, right-wing 

extremists. The ones going to school board meetings, showing up at family-friendly drag shows, 
c’mon man you know the thing. We’ve gotta come together.

MERRY HOLIDAYS, 
from Joe and Jill


